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NEW QUESTION: 1
Big Bo is an investment adviser representative who has a lot of
the members of a well-known professional football team as
clients. In advertising his services, Big Bo can
A. use testimonials from any of the players who willingly
provide them without compensation.
B. list the names of the players he's advising as long as he
doesn't provide any other specifics, such as the amount each
one has invested with him.
C. list the names of the players he's advising as long as he
has their written permission to do so.
D. list the names of the players he's advising as long as he
lists the names of all his other clients, too.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: In advertising his services, Big Bo can list the
names of the players he's advising only if he has their written
permission to do so. Under both NASAA Model Rules and the
Investment Adviser Act of
1940, an investment adviser representative may not use client
testimonials in their advertisements, regardless of whether the
testimonials are willingly provided and uncompensated.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

D
A
B
C

NEW QUESTION: 3
How to configure to make easier to search Knowledge Article ?
Choose 5
A. Use Profiles
B. Use Search Column
C. Use Article Type and Select Filters like Data Category
D. Search using Global Search
E. Auto Complete tag
F. Use Stemming
G. Synonyms
H. Search from Article Tab
Answer: C,E,F,G,H

NEW QUESTION: 4
The peak write bandwidth of an application is 10 MB/s, the
average write bandwidth is 200 KB/s, and the average write 10
size is 4 KB. The overhead of private information is about 11%,
and the bandwidth utilization rate is 70%. The network employs
FC, and the synchronous remote replication mode (considering
the overhead of private information) is enabled. Then, which is
the required network bandwidth?
A. Not lower than 128.4 Mbit/s
B. Not lower than 64.2 Mbit/s
C. Lower than 128.4 Mbit/s
D. Equal to 128.4 Mbit/s
Answer: A
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